Industrial
& Commercial
Services
With over 70 years in service,
our experience ensures you
the best result
Whether you require a long term partner or a short
term solution, Norstar will cater for the need to
properly assess your scrap metal service issues.
We understand that for the majority of the time,
for Industrial customers, the scrap metal stream is a
by-product and not the main focus of your business.
With the growing strains on time and efficiencies,
Norstar can help with relieving the pressures of your
key personnel by letting our people manage your
recycling needs.
Norstar’s capacity and logistics has the ability to
respond 24 hours a day, if necessary, and sets itself
as a key rival in the scrap metal industry.
Our continued commitment to environmental &
safety standards assures our clientele of work
practices second to none throughout all processes.

HEAD OFFICE
191-205 Dohertys Road | Laverton North VIC 3026

CALL 03 9369 2099
www.norstar.com.au

Recycling for future generations.

From a thimble
to a locomotive,
Norstar will provide
a service to cater
for them all.

Norstar Steel Recyclers prides itself on offering a total
scrap metal collection services, including the highest
level of service with tailor made solutions covering
all aspects of metal recycling. We provide a Safe,
Efficient and Reliable service both at our yards
and onsite, ensuring a quick turn-around.
National deals can also be catered for with the
help of long term alliances with interstate recycling
service providers. Norstar Steel Recyclers has worked
diligently, professionally with integrity and honesty to
develop a loyal customer database from all levels of
the community, whether it’s domestic, commercial
or industrial, Norstar and its people will help plan
a scrap metal solution.

Norstar Steel Recyclers is able to offer certified
destruction of your obsolete or unwanted
equipment, complete with a Destruction
Certificate.
References are available upon request.

